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one at least a few definite ideas regarding the times which

preceded
in Scotland the age of the Coccosteus and Pterichth!,s.

There wons a barber in Dudley, who holds a sort of fossil

agency between
the quarrier and. the public, of whom I pur.

chased several fine trilobites,- one of them, at least, in the

most perfect state of keeping I have yet seen: the living crea

ture could not have been more complete in every plate and

joint of the head and back; but, as in all the other specimens

of trilobite known to the geologist, it presents no trace of the

abdominal portion. I procured another specimen rolled up in

the peculiar ball-form so often figured, with the tail in contact

with the head. It seems not unworthy of remark, that the

female lobster, when her spawn is ripening in an external patch

on her abdomen, affects for its protection the same rolled form.

Her dorsal plates curve round from the joint at the carpace,

till the tail-flap rests on her breast; and. the multitudinous

dark-colored eggs, which, having no hard shell of their own

to protect them, would be otherwise exposed to every hungry

marauder of the deep, are thus covered up by the strong mail

with which the animal is herself protected. When we take

the fact into account, that in no specimen of trilobite, however

well preserved, do we find abdominal plates, and that the ball

like form is so exceedingly common, may we not infer that this

ancient crustacean was shelled on but the back and head, and

that it coiled itself round, to protect a defenceless abdomen, in

the manner the female lobster coils itself round. to protect its

defenceless spawn? In yet another specimen which I purchased

from the barber, there is an eye of the Asapiths Cauthztus, which

presents, in a state of tolerable keeping, its numerous rows of

facets. So far as is yet known, the eye which first saw the

light on this ancient earth of ours gave access to it through

four hundred and fifty distinct spherical lenses. The barber
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